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1 FOREWORD
Life expectancy in the Netherlands has increased by approximately two years every
decade in the past 50 years. This is a tendency which has had an impact on society on all
sorts of fronts. It means that each generation will be more than five years older than the
previous generation. Particularly for pension funds and life insurers it is essential to have
insight continuously into this development in order to fulfil their responsibility to society as
well as possible.
The Royal Dutch Actuarial Association (AG) sees it as its role to provide the financial
sector with the statistical information necessary for this and to provide an insight by
means of projection tables. In doing so, it continuously strives to make improvements.
The following changes have therefore been made in relation to the previous projection
tables:
–

For the first time, the Projection Table AG2014 is based on a stochastic model which
makes it possible for pension funds and life insurers to estimate the uncertainty of the
projection in addition to future mortality. This is important information which is needed
to provide a well-founded opinion on the pricing of financial derivatives and the buffers
which have to be maintained in relation to the uncertainties with regard to mortality.

–

Where the Projection Table AG2012-2062 was exclusively based on historic mortality
in the Netherlands, Projection Table AG2014 is partly based on historic mortality in a
number of European countries of comparable wealth. These additional data ensure a
more stable model which is less sensitive to incidental deviations in any particular
year in the Netherlands.

–

With its publication of the Projection Table AG2012-2062, the Royal Dutch
Actuarial Association (hereinafter "the Association") also published a table in
which future mortality with an horizon of 51 years was forecast. With the
publication of the new projection table, an estimate can now also be given of
mortality in the more distant future. As a result, it is possible to monitor a person
born in 2014 throughout his or her life because the mortality probability for each
future age can be determined.

Finally, the Association has opted for a fully transparent model with a limited number of
parameters so that it can be explained well and can be reconstructed exactly. This is
entirely consistent with the Association's aim, set out in its long-term plan 2014- 2017,
namely to make knowledge available to and applicable by the financial sector.
In this publication, the Mortality Research Committee (hereinafter "MRC") will discuss the
developments referred to above in more detail. As the chairman of the Association, I am
deeply indebted to members of MRC and the members of the Projection Tables Working
Group for the considerable and excellent work which has been done. With the publication
of Projection Table AG2014, the Association has assumed its responsibility as the
knowledge partner of the future for the sector.
On behalf of the Board of the Royal Dutch Actuarial Association,

Jan Kars AAG
Chairman
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2 JUSTIFICATION

Mortality Research Committee (MRC)
Monitoring the development of mortality and forecasting this has traditionally been an
important task of the Association. This is expressed in the long series of period mortality
tables and life tables published by the Association. In 2011 the board of the Association set
up the MRC and assigned it the task of publishing a biennial new AG projection table for
estimating future life expectancy of the population of the Netherlands. The development and
implementation of the model, which in addition to the projection of mortality also reflects its
uncertainty (a stochastic model), is part of this assignment.
The MRC consists of members with an academic background, members from the pension and
insurance sector with a technical background and members from the sectors with a practical
background. In mid-2014 the MRC consisted of the following members:
drs. W. de Boer AAG
H.W.M. van Broekhoven AAG
drs. E.B.B. Kromme AAG, Chairman
dr. ir. T.J.W. Schulteis AAG
prof. dr. ir. M.H. Vellekoop
R.W.J. de Vries, Secretary
prof. dr. B.J.M. Werker
ir. drs. M.R. van der Winden AAG, Vice-Chairman
Projection Tables Working Group
The MRC set up the Association's Projection Tables Working Group at the end of 2012
and assigned it the task of carrying out research into the possibility of switching to an
AG Projection Table based on a fully specified stochastic model which could be
published in 2014.
The Projection Tables Working Group consists of the following members:
dr. K. Antonio
drs. C.A.M. van Iersel AAG CERA, Chairman
H.K. Kan MSc AAG
drs. R.E.V. Meijer AAG
W.G. Ouburg MSc AAG FRM
drs. E.J. Slagter
drs. C.T. Smit AAG
prof. dr. A.M.B. De Waegenaere
Within the framework of its assignment, the working group compared various (classes of)
stochastic models. The MRC then made a selection from the various types of models
which the Projection Tables Working Group had provided. On the basis of the model
selected by the MRC, the working group developed a new projection table, including the
accompanying description. The model provided and the resulting Projection Table
AG2014 were validated by the MRC.
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4 SUMMARY

With the publication of the Projection Table AG2014, the Association has presented
the most recent estimate of future mortality for the population of the Netherlands. This
estimate is based on both mortality data for the Netherlands and mortality data for
European countries of similar wealth to the Netherlands. The Projection Table
AG2014 is the first of the Association's projection tables based on an underlying
stochastic model. The Projection Table AG2014 has a more distant horizon than the
51 years of the previous projection table (Projection Table AG2012- 2062). The
Projection Table AG2014 replaces the Projection Table AG2012-2062 which was
published by the Association in September 2012.
It appears from the Projection Table AG2014 that the mortality probabilities for both
women and men are still falling and that their life expectancy is continuing to rise. With
the new stochastic model, in which the mortality probabilities of comparable European
countries are included, the next step has been taken towards obtaining a better estimate
of the mortality probabilities of the population of the Netherlands. On the basis of the most
recent insights, the life expectancy of a woman born in 2014 is 92.2 years and that of a
man born in 1914 is 89.9 years. This life expectancy is calculated on the basis of the
definition of cohort life expectancy. The life expectancy of boys and girls is expected to
increase further in the next 50 years by three to four years.
Pension funds and insurers can use the Projection Table AG2014 to determined and test
their technical provisions and their premiums. The effects will not be the same for pension
funds and pension portfolios. The differences in effects depend particularly on the ratio in
numbers between young and old members, the ratio between men and women and the
composition of the pension liabilities within the respective pension funds and portfolios. In
general, it may be said that in the case of pension funds and pension portfolios with
relatively many old members and relatively many men the technical provisions will fall
slightly and that in the case of pension funds and pension portfolios with relatively many
young people and relatively many women the technical provisions will increase slightly. At
an aggregated level, the difference in outcomes between Projection Table AG2014 and
Projection Table AG2012-2062 with regard to the technical provisions is expected to be
small.
If the Projection Table AG2014 is used in the next determination of the commencement
age of the state old-age pension (in 2019), on the basis of the present legislation it is
expected that there will be no reason to increase the commencement date of the state
old-age pension further in 2024.
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5 INTRODUCTION
This publication provides an estimate of the development of survival probabilities
and life expectancy in the Netherlands on the basis of the most recent mortality
data for the Netherlands and comparable European countries.

5.1 Biennial update of the estimate of mortality probabilities
Every two years, the Association publishes an estimate of the mortality probabilities for
the population of the Netherlands. This update is relevant to pension funds and insurance
companies because the level of their technical provisions is determined partly on the
basis of this estimate. Since 2007, a projection table is applied in doing so. Data provided
by Statistics Netherlands on the observed mortality up to and including 2013 and data
from the Human Mortality Database (HMD) form the basis for the new Projection Table
AG2014. For the observation year 2013, use is made of provisional data from Statistics
Netherlands.

5.2 Developments in the method
The most recent amendment to the method of determining mortality probabilities dates
from 2010 (Projection Table AG2010-2060). An adjustment to the method was necessary
because the most recent data showed a departure from the trend around 2001, which
resulted in a considerable increase in future life expectancy. The model used for this
(Projection Table AG2005-2050) did not reveal this increase adequately. In 2012
(Projection Table AG2012-2062) the method which formed the basis for Projection Table
AG2010-2060 was applied again with a number of adjustments to the model.
From 2012 onwards, MRC focused on the development of a stochastic model for the
development of mortality in the Netherlands. This resulted in a method whereby an
impression could also be given of the uncertainty in the development of life expectancy
compared to the previous method. At the same time, the new projection is no longer
limited to a horizon of 51 years, so that cohort life expectancy can be calculated. This is
also the reason that the projection table is simply referred to as Projection Table AG2014.
Including an estimate of uncertainty with regard to mortality probabilities in the model
offers insurers and pension funds the option of providing a better substantiation of the
level of their provisions. It is important to note that the best estimate projection table may
be used in the same way as this one was used in the past. The fact that the Projection
Table AG2014 is based on a stochastic model has no consequences for its interpretation:
the best estimate reflects the most probable development of future mortality probabilities.

5.3 Change in the definition of life expectancy
In previous publications by the Association, life expectancy was defined as period life
expectancy. Period life expectancy is based on mortality probabilities within a period of
one calendar year. After publication of the projection tables, it is more logical to assume
future life expectancy based on mortality probabilities in consecutive calendar years. This
is defined as cohort life expectancy, which will be discussed more specifically in
chapter 7. Where the term life expectancy is used in this publication, one should assume
the definition of cohort life expectancy. As appropriate, the definition of life expectancy
which is intended will be stated explicitly.
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5.4 New life expectancies and the commencement age of the state
old-age pension
The Rutte I government decided on 12 July 2012 that the level of the state old-age
pension should be linked to the development of average life expectancy. This publication
will briefly discuss what the effects on the commencement age of the state old-age
pension in the Netherlands would be if Projection Table AG2014 were to be assumed.

5.5 Structure of the report
Chapter 6 "Considerations regarding the model" discusses the choice of stochastic
model. Which model is chosen and why? What are the assumptions of the model? What
data are used and what history is included? in chapter 7 "Results", the results with regard
to life expectancy and the valuation of several sample portfolios with pension liabiliti es are
presented. This chapter also contains a comparison of the outcomes of the previous
projection table. Chapter 8 "Possible applications of the Stochastic Model" contains a
further explanation of the use of a stochastic model.

5.6 Publication of the projection tables on the Association's website
The Association has published the projection table and this publication, including the
technical description of the projection model, on its website. See www.ag-ai.nl/dossiers.
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6 CONSIDERATIONS
REGARDING THE MODEL
This chapter discusses the new projection model and the measures taken into
consideration when constructing the Projection Table AG2014. A full description of
the model is included in Appendix A of this publication. This technical description
contains the full set of formulas which are necessary to reconstruct the Projection
Table AG2014.

6.1 Stochastic research
The new projection model is stochastic. This means that the model not only generates a best
estimate of future mortality probabilities, but also provides an insight into the extent to which
the actual development of mortality in the future may deviate from this best estimate.
There are a number of reasons to prefer a stochastic model to the deterministic models usually
used up until now. Firstly, stochastic models have been used intensively in recent years and
have been scrutinised in academic research. In scientific circles, these models are now state of
the art. Even if one is not interested in uncertainty in future mortality probabilities, these models
Allow for formal statistic goodness-of-fit analyses. The statistical fit is therefore one of the
decision-making criteria applied in the selection of the model. At the core of measuring
statistical fit is the principle that a model is considered less suitable if changes immortality
probabilities have occurred in the past which were improbable on the basis of the same model.
A second advantage of stochastic models is that they provide an insight into the uncertainty
of future mortality developments. More specifically, the model generates a "cloud" of possible
future outcomes. The distribution of scenarios in this cloud gives an impression of the
uncertainty of the forecast. By calculating the development a portfolio for each of these
scenarios, an insight can be obtained into the implications for the portfolio of uncertainty with
regard to mortality. Finally, a stochastic model is necessary for the valuation of financial
derivatives, which are linked to the development of life expectancy. In this publication, the
last-mentioned aspect will not be discussed in more detail.
A stochastic model, as in the case of every simplified representation of reality, also has its
limitations. Forecasting life expectancy, and in doing so estimating developments in
medical technology and other social developments, is and intrinsically difficult problem.
Stochastic research gives an idea of the present estimate of this uncertainty. However,
structural change may take place at any moment, as a result of which the uncertainty may
be overestimated or underestimated. The MRC and the Projection Table is Working
Group implicitly assume that the size of shocks in the past is representative of the size of
shocks in the future. In addition, stochastic research also gives rise to a number of new
complications. For instance, it is necessary to state how the best estimate is selected
from the cloud of scenarios. The average, the median and the most probable (modus)
scenario are not necessarily the same as a result of, for instance, the asymmetry in the
underlying probability distributions. The best is defined in this publication as the most
probable development and is derived by setting all future disturbance terms at zero in the
stochastic comparisons (Appendix A). The average level of the pension liabilities in a
large number of simulations appears to be almost equal to the most probable outcome of
future mortality without disturbance terms.
The fact that Projection Table AG2014 is based on a stochastic model also implies that a
statement can be made regarding the distribution of possible outcomes of future mortality
around the best estimate. However, this does not automatically mean that this spread is
Projection Table AG2014
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also a direct measure of the risk that the technical provisions of pension funds and
insurers, for instance, will be higher or lower than the determination of these on the basis
of the best estimate of mortality. The spread which can be determined using the
stochastic model is based on the deviations which have occurred in the past relative to
the best estimate. Basing the amount of capital that has to be maintained for the mortality
risk exclusively on the spread derived from the stochastic model, could result in an
underestimation of the required capital. The stochastic model, after all, does not take into
account uncertainty with regard to parameters, nor uncertainty with regard to the model.
The future deviations from the best estimate may be larger or smaller because mortality
trends may occur which cannot be predicted at present. These include, for instance, the
effects on future mortality of changes in behavioural factors, socio-economic
developments and developments in ethics. Which unknown viruses and bacteria may still
have an effect on mortality? How will the resistance of antibiotics develop and what
medical developments can be expected with regard to the combating of known and as yet
unknown illnesses and afflictions? All these factors may result in a situation where the
future distribution of mortality around the best estimate may differ from the distribution on
the basis of historic data calculated in accordance with the model.

6.2 Selection of the model
The model selected is the Li-Lee model [3]: a multi-population model, in which a LeeCarter model is used for both European developments and the deviation of the
Netherlands from these.
Prior to the selection of the model, a comparative study was carried out into various
mortality models used in practice and developed in academic literature. The models
which were studied are: the model used in determining Projection Table AG2012-2062;
the CMI model; the model used by Statistics Netherlands; and the RMS model. In
addition, various Life Metrics project models, stochastic mortality trend models and
stochastic models developed for simultaneous modelling and projecting of mortality in
numerous (sub)populations were studied.
The process of selecting the model consisted of numerous phases. In the selection
process, the models were assessed on the basis of criteria determined beforehand by the
MRC. These criteria are based on biological characteristics, statistical characteristics and
the transparency of the model.
Multi-population models
The model selected by MRC is a stochastic model which, in addition to the population of
the Netherlands, also takes into account the populations of a number of other European
countries. Since 1970 it has been observed that the differences in mortality probabilities
between a number of European countries have been growing smaller and the speed with
which life expectancy is increasing in these countries is almost the same. In this regard,
see graphs 1 and 2.
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The MRC considers it logical for this reason to take this larger dataset into account with
regard to the long term. This ensures that the projection is not exclusively dependent on
data pertaining to the Netherlands in which specific fluctuations occur which took place in
the past, but which say little about future developments. In other words, the MRC expects
that it will be able to forecast the long-term increase in life expectancy in the Netherlands
more precisely by including a broader European population. The model is consequently
also less sensitive to breadth of the range of data used.
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Cohort effects not considered separately
In the selection of the model, consideration was given to the extent to which cohort
effects must be taken into account. As a result, certain age groups, which show
significant deviations in a particular period, must be taken into account separately in the
modelling. The MRC has finally decided to opt for a model in which cohort effects are not
included. The added value of including the cohort effect with regard to the model which
was ultimately chosen appeared to be limited. The complexity of the model, on the other
hand, is considerably increased by including cohort effects.
No restriction for differences in survival probabilities is between men and women
At present a difference can be observed in the life expectancy of men and women. The
MRC made a study of the available literature in relation to the background to these
differences as they are at present. This relates to both biological and behavioural factors.
It is difficult to predict how these factors will develop in the future. There are biological
arguments as to why women live longer than men, but the possibility that this effect will
be compensated in the future cannot be excluded. In the choice of model, no hard
restrictions have therefore been imposed on the difference in life expectancy between
men and women. The model which was selected shows that on the basis of the present
data women are expected to have higher survival probabilities than men.
No restriction for mortality probabilities of men and women
It is usual to make a separate estimate of the mortality probabilities of men and women in
a model. The MRC adheres to this approach.
Transparent model
The model selected is (relatively) simple and transparent. It has a limited number of
parameters and can be explained easily. The model can be reconstructed precisely using
the specifications given. The model is consistent with the most recent model used by
Statistics Netherlands which simplifies the mutual comparability of the outcomes. The
most important difference with the model of Statistics Netherlands is that smoking-related
mortality is not explicitly modelled (see also section 6.3).

6.3 Assumptions of the model
In the case of the new model used for Projection Table AG2014, a number of
assumptions were made in order to arrive at the best possible projection of future life
expectancy.
Smoking behaviour
It is generally known that smoking has a negative effect on life expectancy. There are
various possible ways of modelling smoking behaviour. Amongst others, the working
group examined a model which takes cohort effects into account. Changes in smoking
behaviour can be modelled in this way and are included in the projection. It emerged from
the results of this model that the effects of adding cohorts are limited. In addition, the
model which takes into account cohort effects has a number of disadvantages compared
to the model which was selected. The complexity increases and because the cohorts only
relate to part of the data, these are more difficult to forecast.
Range of data
The range of data used for the modelling is the period from 1970 up to and including
2013 and the ages from 0 up to and including 90 years. A shorter period was also
considered, but this results in less robust modelling. Taking into account a longer
period is equally undesirable. The period selected is the result of a consideration
taking into account the fact that a longer period generates more data points with
which to estimate parameters, but that a long period is at odds with the assumption
that these parameters themselves must not change. With the period chosen, a period
of 44 years (from 1970) is used with historic data for the projection because from that
moment a stable development in mortality probabilities can be observed (see also
Graphs 1 and 2).
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Closure of the high-age table
The number of observations for higher ages decreases. This may result in undesired
uncertainty in the estimates of modelled mortality probabilities. For this reason, the
mortality tables are 'closed', which means that for high ages the mortality probabilities
based on observations are replaced with the application of a method of extrapolation. As
the case of the previous projection table, the Kannistö method [2] was selected for
Projection Table AG2014.
Mortality data
Two datasets were used for the modelling. The Human Mortality Database (HMD) with
European figures was used for the long-term trend and for the deviation in the
Netherlands from these data provided by Statistics Netherlands up to and including 2013
were used. For 2013, use was made of provisional data from Statistics Netherlands.
European data
For the European mortality data, countries were selected which have a Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) above the European average. In addition to the Netherlands, these are
the following countries: Luxembourg, Norway, Switzerland, Austria, Ireland, Sweden,
Denmark, Germany (up until 1989 W. Germany), Belgium, Finland, Ice land, England,
Wales and France. For those countries for which data was not available up to and
including 2013, this was solved by supplementing the data with the projection up to and
including 2013 and subsequently fitting the model again for the dataset generated by this
means up to and including 2013.
There is a dependency between the level of survival probabilities and that of GDP. The
higher the income, the higher the survival probabilities. The Netherlands belongs to the
category of countries with a GDP above the average, as a result of which it stands to
reason that the figures for the Netherlands should be based on the trend for this group of
European countries. The Southern European countries and Eastern European countries
do not belong to the reference group in accordance with this definition of wealth.

6.4 Brief technical specification of the model
The stochastic model applied is a multi-population mortality model, as proposed by Lee
and Li [3]. It is a two-stage approach, whereby the combined European trend is first
estimated per six using the Lee-Carter model. The Lee-Carter mortality model is then
used again to reflect the deviation of the Netherlands from the combined trend.
Combining data from different but comparable countries gives rise to a more robust
model with more stable trends and more limited sensitivity to the calibration period used.
A random-walk-with-drift model is applied for the European developments. For the
deviation in the Netherlands, a first-order autoregressive process without intercept is
used. The time-series models our estimated together so that the correlation between the
changes in mortality probabilities in the Netherlands and the rest of Europe can be
included. Appendix A provides a full description of the stochastic model which was
developed and with which Projection Table AG2014 can be reconstructed.

6.5 Validation of the model and the projection table
The estimates of Projection Table AG2014 were made by the Projection Table is Working
Group and were validated subsequently by the MRC. This means that after the selection
of the model and determination of the datasets, which were used to calibrate the model,
the Working Group described the method applied in an extensive report and provided the
outcomes for the best-estimate mortality table, cohort and period life expectancies and
the effects of these on the valuation of the sample portfolios. The MRC then determined
that the outcomes could be obtained independently from the description of the model and
the initial data. This guarantees that the results can be replicated independently.
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7 RESULTS

This chapter provides the results of Projection Table AG2014 The results are
compared with those of Projection Table AG2012-2062. On the basis of the sample
pension funds, the effect on the level of the technical provisions has been
calculated. On the basis of these sample pension funds, it is possible to estimate
the effect on other pension funds.

7.1 Transition to cohort life expectancy
Until the publication of Projection Table AG2012-2062, in its definition of life expectancy
the Association assumed the mortality probabilities of various ages within a single
projection year. This definition is referred to as the period life expectancy. The Perry life
expectancy is the logical definition to use when only period tables are available, which
was the case in 2006, Since 2006, the Association also publishes projection tables, on
the basis of which the mortality probability of a person cannot only be determined on the
basis of sex and age, but also on the basis of the calendar year in which he/she attains
this age. Up until the publication of the Projection Table AG2012-2062, these mortality
probabilities were published for the next 51 projection years. With the publication of
Projection Table AG2014, the Association has a model with which the mortality
probabilities for a longer period can be estimated easily. This means that a person can be
monitored throughout his entire life and enters a new period table each year. When life
expectancy is calculated by making use of a mortality probability applicable to the year in
which the respective age is attained, this gives rise to a new definition of life expectancy.
This life expectancy is known as cohort life expectancy.
By way of illustration, the mortality probabilities are set out schematically in Table 1:

Age

2014

2015

2064

2134

0

q(0;2014)

q(0;2015)

q(0;2064)

q(0;2134)

1
2

q(1;2014)
q(2;2014)

q(1;2015)
q(2;2015)

q(1;2064)
q(2;2064)

q(1;2134)
q(2;2134)

49

q(49;2014)

q(49;2015)

q(49;2064)

q(49;2134)

50
51

q(50;2014)
q(51;2014)

q(50;2015)
q(51;2015)

q(50;2064)
q(51;2064)

q(50;2134)
q(51;2134)

120

q(120;2014)

q(120;2015)

q(120;2064)

q(120;2134)

Table 1 Schematic representation of mortality probabilities per projection year and
per age
In this table q(x;j) is the one-year mortality probability on 1 of year j for a person who is
exactly x years old on that day.
In calculating the period life expectancy of a person at birth, born in 2014, all the mortality
probabilities in the column "2014" are used. To calculate cohort life expectancy with 2014
as the commencement year, the mortality probabilities in the diagonal q(0;2014),
q(1;2015) et cetera up to q(120;2134) are used.
The difference between the two definitions can be seen in graphs 3 and 4 for the
remaining life expectancy of men and women for the year 2014. This shows both the
period life expectancy and the cohort life expectancy. It is clear that the period life
expectancy is considerably below the cohort life expectancy.
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In the case of persons at birth, the effect is greater than in the case of persons aged 65
because in the case of persons at birth more values from the "new columns" in the
diagonal (see Table 1) are included.

The definition of cohort life expectancy reflects the actual life expectancy of someone with
a particular year of birth. For this reason, it was decided to switch to the definition of
cohort life expectancy as of the publication of Projection Table AG2014. In the remainder
of this publication, the definition of cohort life expectancy will therefore be assumed.
Where this is not possible, as in the case of the comparison of observations with the
outcomes of the previous projection table, period life expectancy will be applied. As
appropriate, this will be stated explicitly.
Applying cohort life expectancy will not result in adjustments to the technical provisions of
pension funds and pension insurers. With the arrival of the projection table in 2007, they
switched to calculating their technical provisions by consistently using the mortality
probability which corresponded to the future age of the insured or pension beneficiary. By
applying the correct definition of life expectancy, this concept is brought into line with the
way in which the provisions are determined. What is new is that the projection after 51
years is no longer constant but the projection continues in Projection Table AG2014.
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7.2 Observations compared to the Projection Table AG2012-2062
When the Projection Table AG2012-2062 was presented, period life expectancy was still
assumed. Table 2 shows a comparison of the observed life expectancy for the years
2009 up to and including 2013. These are compared with period life expectancy of the
Projection Table AG2012-2062 and the Projection Table AG2014.
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What is striking is that in each of the above comparisons, the pattern of increasing life
expectancy is broken in 2012 but is continued in 2013. The consequence of this is that
the realisations for 2012 and 2013 are slightly below the projections published in
Projection Table AG2012-2062. It is also apparent from Projection Table AG2014, which
also includes data for 2012 and 2013, that the projection for 2014 has been adj usted
downwards slightly compared to Projection Table AG2012-2062.
In Graphs 5 and 6, the life expectancy of a person at birth and a person aged 65,
determined on the basis of mortality figures up to and including 2013, is combined with
the period life expectancy of Projection Table AG2012-2062 and the period life
expectancy of Projection Table AG2014. It can be seen that the period life expectancy of
Projection Table AG2014 is below the period life expectancy of Projection Table AG20122062 in the initial years. This can also be seen in the outcomes in Tables 2 and 3. After
some time, the situation is reversed.
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7.3 From Projection Table AG2012-2062 to Projection Table AG2014
For a good comparison between the old and the new tables, use is made of cohort life
expectancy. This is done in a number of steps, in which the gradual effect is shown in
terms of the cohort life expectancy:
1. Projection Table AG2012-2062 with a dataset up to and including 2011 and a
projection period of 51 years;
2. Projection Table AG2012-2062 with a dataset up to and including 2011 and a
projection period of 51 years;
3. The effect of adding data points for 2012 and 2013 to the new model;
4. The effect of abandoning the projection period with a cut-off at 50 years.
For the year 2014, the results for those at birth and 65 are shown in the following two
tables:

Age expectancy for the Projection Table AG2012-2062 is set here on the basis of the
cohort life expectancy. It is possible to deduce from this that there has been a
considerable increase if this is compared to period life expectancy in the section 7.2.
Since this is a matter of definitions, there is no actual increase in life expectancy. This is
also not important in determining the effects of the new projection table.
In the first step of the transition to the new model, life expectancy for those at birth can be
observed to increase. In the case of men, life expectancy increases by 0.6 years from
86.5 years to 87.1 years. In the case of men aged 65, the opposite effect is apparent. In
this case, after all, life expectancy decreases by 0.7 years from 20.4 years to 19.7 years.
The Projection Table AG2014, consequently foresees a less sharp increase in life
expectancy of older men compared to Projection Table AG2012-2062. In the case of
younger men, the opposite effect can be observed.
It can be deduced from Graphs 7 and 8 that in the case of Projection Table AG2014 for
those at birth (year of birth 2014), the mortality probability from an age of approximately
50 years is lower than in the case of Projection Table AG2012-2062. On balance this
results in higher life expectancy for those at birth. In the case of those aged 65, the exact
opposite effect can be observed. The mortality probabilities in this case are above the
former projection up to an age of approximately 90 years. For this age category, this
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results in lower life expectancy. To represent these effects well, the 10-log mortality
probabilities are reflected in the graphs.

In the second step, the dataset was extended with data points for 2012 and 2013. This
had a small effect on the life expectancy of both those at birth and those aged 65. A
desired characteristic of the new model is expressed in this, namely that the addition of
several new data points did not result in major effects on life expectancy.
In the third step, the projection period is no longer limited to 51 years. In the former
situation, mortality probabilities were assumed to be constant for the projection years
beyond the 51-year horizon. The new model can also provide an estimate of mortality
probabilities for the period after this. This effect is, of course, greatest in the case of
those at birth because this group is expected to live much longer than 51 years. A
man at birth is expected to live 2.7 years longer as a result (from 87.2 to 89.9 years).
In the case of those aged 65, the extension of the projection period does not have an
effect because after 51 years almost everyone in the projection will have died.
Projection Table AG2014
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Extending the projection period therefore has hardly any effect on the technical
provisions of pension funds and pension insurers.
At an aggregate level, a sharp increase in life expectancy at birth and a slight fall in life
expectancy of those aged 65 can be observed, both in the case of men and women. The
transition to the new model has a relatively small effect on life expectancy. Younger
members show an improvement in life expectancy, while older members show a
deterioration. In the case of those at birth, the largest part of the improvement in life
expectancy can be explained by the extension of the projection period.
Graphs 9 and 10 show the age distribution in the event of death for both men and women
on the basis of the old and the new tables. It can be deduced from the graph for those at
birth that life expectancy increases both for men and women. In the case of those aged
65, the opposite appears to be the case, particularly with regard to men. Of men born in
2014, 9.5% are expected to reach an age above 100 years and of women born in 2014
17.2% will reach an age above 100 years. In the case of men and women born in 2064,
these figures are 17.3% and 29.7% respectively.
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7.4 Future life expectancy
As a result of the adjustment to the definition of period life expectancy to cohort life
expectancy and abandoning the limitation on the projection period of 51 years, it is
possible to give an estimate of life expectancy in 25 years' time and in 50 years' time in
the case of those at birth and 65.

Table 6 shows that both men and women are growing increasingly older. A woman aged
65 is taken as an example of this. A woman aged 65 is still expected to have a life
expectancy of 22.8 years in 2014. In 2039 a woman aged 65 is still expected to live for
25.6 years and in 2064 for 27.8 years.
Graphs 11 and 12 show the life expectancy of those at birth and 65. On the basis of the
model used for Projection Table AG2014, life expectancy is expected to increase further
compared to Projection Table AG2012-2062. In the case of those aged 65, the first years
of the projection show a slight fall in life expectancy compared to Projection Table
AG2012-2062. However, this fall is small and temporary.
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7.5 Effects on the provisions
Description of sample pension funds
To analyse the effects of Projection Table AG2014 on the technical provisions of the
pension portfolios, the MRC constructed six notional sample pension funds. These are
three pension funds with male members and three pension funds with female members.
For each sex, a young, an old and an average pension fund were constructed. The last of
the pension funds is the average of the first two pension funds. These sample pension
funds were determined partly on the basis of concrete portfolios.
In addition to a retirement pension, the sample pension funds also include a latent
survivor's pension and a partner's pension in payment. In the case of the male portfolios,
it is assumed that the disbursement of the survivor's pension in payment relates to female
partners. The reverse is the case with regard to the female portfolios. The types of
pension used are a retirement pension, commencing at the age of 65, and a survivor's
pension of the 'unspecified partner' form. Partners are assumed to be of different sexes
and have a fixed age difference of three years between male and female partners,
whereby the man is older than the woman.
Appendix C contains a more detailed description of the six sample pension funds.
The modified durations of the sample pension funds are set out in Table 7 (assuming an
actuarial discount rate of 3%):

Results Projection Table AG2014 in relation to the sample pension funds
Table 8 shows the effects on the sample pension funds of Projection Table AG2014
compared to Projection Table AG2012-2062.

The provisions are determined on the following bases:
-

Projection Table AG2012-2062 or Projection Table AG2014
Commencement year 2014
Actuarial discount rate 3% (arithmetic)
Partners:
• different sexes
• male partners are three years older than female partners
• unspecified partner up until the retirement age, 100% on retirement, specified
partner after retirement date (see Appendix D)

The outcomes hardly change at all if the term structure of interest rates at year-end 2013
is assumed rather than a fixed actuarial discount rate of 3%.
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The sample pension funds include a combination of rights to a retirement pension and
partner's pension. The following table shows the effect on the provision of these various
types of pension.

The effect of the new projection table in the case of pension funds which mainly have
male members is limited because the life expectancy of men from the age of
approximately 35 has fallen relative to the previous table, while the life expectancy of
women has increased to approximately 55 years. The retirement pension is consequently
slightly cheaper for men, while the survivor's pension lasts longer. In the case of the
sample funds with an average or older portfolio, there is even a decrease. The pension
funds with a more than average number of female members are usually confronted with
an increase in the technical provisions. The effects on a pension portfolio depend partly
on the composition of the portfolio and the ratio between the accrued rights to a
retirement and a partner's pension.
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7.6 Consequences for the commencement age of the state old-age
pension (AOW)
In the Cabinet's decision of 12 July 2012, it was decided that the commencement age
of the state old-age pension would be linked to life expectancy. This means that the
commencement age of the state old-age pension will increase as life expectancy
increases. In the government's projections, the commencement age of the state oldage pension is assumed to be 67 in 2019.
In 2019 a new decision is expected about the level of the average commencement age of
the state old-age pension from 2024 onwards. On the basis of the new projection by the
Association and present legislation, the pensionable age will probably not be increased
on 1 January 2024. This will be discussed in more detail in Appendix 2.
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8 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF
THE STOCHASTIC MODEL

As was stated in the introduction, the use of a stochastic model results in new
opportunities for analysing mortality risks. In particular, it is possible to obtain an
insight into the variability in the value of the liabilities of insurance portfolios. In
this chapter, two possible applications are discussed and the results for the
sample portfolios in chapter 7 are reviewed.
In the first application, we consider the value of the liabilities for all possible developments
of future mortality probabilities. Where the best-estimate value of the liabilities is obtained
by making use of best-estimate mortality probabilities, we have considered all the
possible developments in mortality probabilities on the basis of their probability as
provided by the stochastic model.
A second application relates to the stochastic distribution of the best-estimate value of the
portfolio with an horizon of one year. In this regard, consideration is only given to possible
shocks during the first year and the best estimate is then used. In other words, shocks in
subsequent years are set at 0.
Both applications are explained in more detail below. In both cases, it is assumed that
mortality develops in the portfolio as predicted by the model. No conclusions are drawn
with regard to the consequences for the calculation of buffers in accordance with
Solvency II or estimates of long-life risk in the Financial Assessment Framework. This is
the responsibility of the insurer/the pension fund or, alternatively, the employer or
supervisor.

8.1 Simulating the value of the liabilities
The best-estimate value of the liabilities can be obtained by assuming that future mortality
probabilities will develop in accordance with the model equations (2) to (6) (in Appendix
A), whereby all disturbance terms (see formulas (5) and (6) in Appendix A) have been set
at zero. It is also possible to simulate scenarios in which the disturbance terms are
generated stochastically by means of a bivariate normal distribution.
Table 12 gives an example of 10,000 scenario such as this, the average and the
quantiles for 99%, 97.5% and 99.5%. The average sample portfolio for men was used for
this. The outcomes are related to the best estimate.
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The distribution which results from the simulations closely resembles a normal
distribution. The standard deviation in the case of the sample portfolios is consistently in
the vicinity of 1%.
The distribution of the various types of pension is considerably higher.
To illustrate this, graph 13 shows the distribution of the simulated values for the
retirement pension, survivor's pension and the combination of both types of pension
relative to the best estimate.

8.2 Simulation of the best-estimate value for one year
An alternative yardstick for uncertainty arises if one is interested in the distribution of the
best-estimate value of the portfolio with an horizon of one year. This arises by calculating
the best estimate for 2015, after simulating the uncertainty in the coming year (in other
words, simulation of the disturbance terms for t=2014). All the disturbance terms for the
years after 2014 are therefore set at zero. The results of this are set out in the table
below.
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APPENDIX A
The Prognosis 2014-2064
of the Dutch Actuarial Society
March 11, 2015

1

Definitions

The projection table gives per sex1 for the ages x ∈ X := {0, 1, 2, .., 120} and years t ∈ T :=
{2014, 2015, .., 2064} the best estimate for the one-year probabilities of dying qx (t). This is the
probability that someone who is alive on 1 January of year t and who was born on 1 January
of year t − x will be dead on 1 January of year t + 1. The model also enables the user to make
projections for the years after 2064.
The probabilities of dying are not modelled directly, but instead we specify the associated force
of mortality (or ’hazard rate’) µx (t). We assume µx+s (t + s) = µx (t) for all 0 ≤ s < 1 so that
qx (t)

=

1 − exp( −µx (t) ).

(1)

applies. Every dynamic model described in terms of the force of mortality µx (t) can therefore be
rewritten in terms of one-year probabilities (and vice versa) using this formula.

2

Dynamic Model

For ages up to and including 90 years, (x, t) in X̄ × T with X̄ = {0, 1, 2, ..., 90}, the Li-Lee model
is used2 :
NL
ln µx (t) = ln µEU
x (t) + ln µx (t)
ln µEU
x (t) = Ax + Bx Kt
ln µNL
x (t) = αx + βx κt

(2)
(3)
(4)

with dynamics which for each x ∈ X̄ and t ≥ 2013 is given by
Kt+1
κt+1

= Kt + θ + t+1
= a κt + δt+1 .

(5)
(6)

This means that a random walk with drift model is assumed for Western European changes and
a first-order autoregressive model for mortality dynamics specific to the Netherlands.

3

Closure of the Table

For ages above 90 years, (x, t) in X̃ × T with X̃ = {91, 92, ..., 120}, the closure method of Kannistö
is used. This method is based on a logistic regression based on the table for the ages y ∈ X k =
{80, 81, ..., 90}. The number of ages yk on which the regression is based is therefore n = 11, the
1 All

the models and parameters are estimated independently for men and women.
N. and Lee, R. (2005) Coherent Mortality Forecasts for a Group of Populations: An Extension of the
Lee-Carter Method. Demography 42(3), pp. 575-594.
2 Li,

Pn
average
of these ages is ȳ = (1/n) k=1 yk = 85 and the sum of squares for the difference is
Pn
2
k=1 (yk − ȳ) = 110.
Closure by means of the Kannistö procedure means that for x ∈ X̃
µx (t)

= L(

n
X

wk (x) L−1 (µyk (t)) ).

k=1

In this formula L en L

−1

are the logistic and inverse logistic functions respectively:
L(x)
L (x)
−1

=
=

1/(1 + exp(−x))
− ln((1/x) − 1),

and the regression weights are given by
wk (x) =

4

1
(yk − ȳ)(x − ȳ)
(yk − 85)(x − 85)
1
=
+ P
+
.
2
(y
−
ȳ)
n
11
110
j
j

Required Parameters

The following parameters must be specified for this model:
• Ax , Bx , αx , βx are age-related parameters which are given for each age x ∈ X̄ (and separately
for each sex), and
• the parameters a and θ and the initial values for the two time series, K2013 and κ2013 , are
also given explicitly (and separately per sex).
The stochastic variabels Et := (t , δt ) are independent and for each value of t ∈ T̃ they have
the same distribution: the bivariate normal distribution with average (0, 0) and with a covariance
matrix C which is given. This covariance matrix is not needed to generate the best estimates for
the probabilities of dying, but it is needed to carry out simulations which may help to analyze the
uncertainty in such probabilities.
Figure 1 shows the result of a stochastic simulation. The probabilities of dying are shown for
various ages up to and including 2013, as well as the best estimates and the 95% confidence
interval from 2013 onwards.

5

Best estimate, Average, Median and Quantiles

Since we associate the best estimate for future values of the time series with the most likely
outcome, this corresponds to the series for (KtBE , κBE
t ) which is obtained by substitution of the
values t = δt = 0 for all t ∈ T̃ . The mortality table generated by this time series is the mortality
table AG Projection Table AG2014-2064. If this table is used to calculate the value of a portfolio,
this results in the best estimate (in the sense of: ’the most likely’) value of this portfolio.
We note that the same cannot be said, for instance, for the average, the median or the quantile.
After all, the value of the portfolio is a non-linear function f of the stochastic probabilities. The
average, median and quantiles for the outcomes of f after the probabilities have been substituted
cannot be determined by substituting the averages, medians and quantiles of the probabilities
in f . We see from the simple example f (x) = x2 that for a stochastic X the values of Ef (X)
and f (EX) are not the same; after all, the difference is the variance of X. What applies to the
non-linear transformation f of stochastic variables X, also applies to non-linear transformations
of the stochastic probabilities for dying into portfolio values: by simulating stochastic outcomes
and subsequently determining the portfolio values, it is possible to determine the distribution
and therefore the average, median and quantiles. Although simple substitution of the averages,
medians etcetera does not result in the exact values, it appears that the differences are often small
if the portfolio values are strictly increasing or strictly decreasing functions of the probabilities of
dying.

Fig 1. Probabilities of dying, females

6

Best Estimate of period life expectancy and cohort life
expectancy

If we determine the remaining life expectancy on 1 January of year t for someone who was born
on 1 January of year t − x (with x ∈ X and t ∈ T ) under the assumption that people who die
within a calendar year on average still live for half of that calendar year, then we find the so-called
cohort life expectancy:
ecoh
x (t)

1
2

=

+

∞ Y
k
X

(1 − qx+s (t + s)).

k=0 s=0

When the probability qx+s (t + s) is needed for an age x + s > 120 then it is possible to assume that
this is equal to q120 (t + s). The table has no further limitations with regard to the time horizon:
one can determine qx+s (t + s) for t + s > 2064 by continuing the best estimate calculations beyond
2064. In order to obtain an accurate estimate for the life expectancy in 2064 for all ages, one
should use as the horizon for all calculations 120 years after 2064.
It should be noted that in accordance with the above formula we walk ’diagonally’ through the
projection table. The probability that the person is still alive at time t + k, after all, is the product
of the probabilities 1 − qx+s (t + s) for all years s between 0 and k whereby every year the person
not only grows one year older, but we also have to take into account a new column in the mortality
table.
This last effect is not included in periode life expectancy:
eper
x (t)

=

1
2

+

∞ Y
k
X

(1 − qx+s (t))

k=0 s=0

which suggests that the probabilities of dying for today (time t) will no longer change over time.
This results in an incorrect impression of life expectancy and although this period life expectancy
is still often referred to as ’the life expectancy’, this is incorrect.
Figures 2 and 3 show the development until 2013 and the projections after 2013 of the period life
expectancy and cohort life expectancy respectively (for males). When we compare these to each
other, two striking features emerge. Firstly it appears that the cohort life expectancy develops
more regularly over time for low ages. When we go through the table diagonally to calculate this
life expectancy, the dynamics in later years is already taken into account. This is not the case for
the calculation of a period life expectancy, which only makes use of the probabilities of the present
year t, resulting in relatively large changes in the transition to the following value of t.
Secondly, for the projections of life expectancy in the future we see that taking cohort life expectancies means that uncertainty in future death probabilities becomes visible from the very
start. In the case of period life expectancy, it appears as if the uncertainty only accumulates
gradually over time, since the dynamics in later years is not taken into account when determining
future survival probabilities.

7

Implementation

If one is not only interested in the present projection table, but also wishes to use the model to
generate stochastic scenarios for future probabilities, the following procedure can be used.
1. Simulate the time series (Kt , κt ) using the equations (5)-(6). The initial values in t = 2013
are the same in all cases and are given explicitly. To generate a stochastic variable (t , δt )
with a covariance matrix


σ2
ρσ σδ
C =
ρσ σδ
σδ2

Fig 2. Period Life Expectancy, males

Fig 3. Cohort Life Expectancy, males

one can generate two independent variables with standard normal distributions
Z1 ∼ N (0, 1)
p
and Z2 ∼ N (0, 1) and then calculate t = σ Z1 and δt = σδ (ρZ1 + 1 − ρ2 Z2 ). The values
of σ , σδ and ρ are easy to determine if the covariance matrix C is given. If one carries
out N simulations up to and including the final year T , numbered i = 1, ..., N , then for
t = 2014, 2015, ..., T one now has time-series realisations (Kti , κit ).
2. By filling in the outcomes in (3)-(4) one can obtain ln µi,EU
(t) and ln µi,NL
(t), for all x up to
x
x
and including an age of x = 90 years, because all the necessary time-dependent parameters
(Ax , αx , Bx and βx ) are fixed and given. For those ages, for all times t and for all scenarios
i the value of µix (t) = exp(ln µi,EU
(t) + ln µi,NL
(t)) can then be calculated.
x
x
3. For each scenario i the table must
Pnnow be closed by the Kannistö procedure. For x > 90 we
therefore determine µix (t) = L( k=1 wk (x) L−1 (µiyk (t) ). It may be convenient to use a few
intermediary steps:
Hki (t)

=

Gix (t)

=

L−1 ( µiyk (t) )
 11

11
85(x − 85) X i
(x − 85) X
1
−
Hk (t) +
yk Hki (t)
11
110
110
k=1

µix (t)

=

L(

Gix (t)

k=1

)

if one wishes to reduce the calculations to a number of simple summations. In (for example)
Excel one can then use SUM and SUMPRODUCT.
4. Finally, for every scenario i the projection table can derived using (1): qxi (t) = 1−exp(−µix (t)).
5. The application of the projection table for each scenario i to a portfolio of liabilities results in N different outcomes, which generate a distribution for the stochastic value of the
portfolio. This can then be used to determine the median, average and quantiles. The number of simulations determines the accuracy of the distribution and its average, median and
quantiles.

8

Calibration of the Model

The parameter values in the model have been determined by means of maximum likelihood calibration based on the number of Deaths Dxt and Exposures Ext that can be found in the Human
Mortality Database and the Statline database of Statistics Netherlands. In all cases it is assumed
that, conditional on the given exposures Ext , the observed deaths Dxt have a Poisson distribution
and that the expected value of Dxt /Ext is equal to the force of mortality µx (t) which is modelled.
EU
EU
1. From the Human Mortality Database3 exposures Ext
and deaths Dxt
have been obtained
o
for the relevant Western European countries, with x ∈ X := {0, 1, ..., 90} and t ∈ T o :=
{1970, ..., 2009}. This gives in all cases the sum of all the exposures and the sum of all the
deaths in these countries, including the Netherlands. The parameters Ax , Bx and Kt are
then determined in such a way that the Poisson likelihood function for the observed deaths
EU
EU
Dxt
is maximized for the given exposures Ext
:
Y Y
EU
EU EU
EU EU
EU
max
(Ext
µx (t))Dxt exp(−Ext
µx (t))/(Dxt
!).
Ax , Bx , Kt

x∈X o t∈T o

To obtain a unique specification of the three vectors, we normalise by requiring the sum of
the elements of Kt over t ∈ T o to be equal to 0 and the sum of the elements of Bx over
x ∈ X o to be equal to 1.
3 The

used data has been downloaded on 29 May 2014.

2. Not all European countries have data available for the period 2010-2013 in the Human
Mortality Database. For this reason the values of Kt from the previous step have been
determined up to and including 2009 and then linear extrapolation was applied for 2010 up
to and including 2013, in other words
K2009+s = K2009 + s(K2009 − K1970 )/(2009 − 1970),
for s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
3. In the case of the Netherlands, the Exposures and Deaths after 2009 were obtained from
the database of Statistics Netherlands4 . For all x ∈ X and t ∈ {2010, 2011, 2012, 2013} this
results in values for
• Pxt , the population aged between x en x + 1 on 1 January of year t, and
• Cxt , the number of people who died within year t and who on 31 December of year t
would have been between the ages of x and x + 1.
Conversion to Exposures and Deaths occurs by means of the method set out in the Human
Mortality Database protocol5 . This means that we determine for t ∈ {2010, 2011, 2012, 2013}
and x ∈ {1, 2, .., 90}:
NL
Ext

=

NL
Dxt

=

1 1
1
2 (Px,t + Px,t+1 ) + 6 ( 2 Cxt
1
2 (Cx,t + Cx+1,t )

− 12 Cx+1,t )

and for x = 0:
NL
E0,t

=

NL
D0,t

= C0,t + 21 C1,t .

1
2 (P0,t

+ P0,t+1 ) + 16 (C0,t − 21 C1,t )

The Exposures and Deaths in the Netherlands before 2010 can be obtained directly from
the Human Mortality Database.
4. The maximum likelihood method is now applied (to the data for the Netherlands only) to
determine αx , βx and κt , using
Y Y
NL
NL
NL
NL
max
(Ext
µx (t))Dxt exp(−Ext
µx (t))/(Dxt
!),
αx , βx , κt

x∈X o t∈T̄

with T̄ = {1970, ..., 2013} and X o as before. In this expression, the values determined earlier
for Ax , Bx and Kt were once again substituted since these are necessary to calculate µx (t).
Once again, normalisation takes place by making the sum of the elements in κt over t ∈ T̄
and βx over x ∈ X o equal to 0 and 1 respectively.
5. The final step then makes use of the time series {(Kt , κt ) | t ∈ T̄ } to estimate the parameters a and θ and the matrix C, which are necessary to generate future scenarios. On the
assumption that the variables Et := (t , δt ) are independent and have a distribution with
average (0, 0) and covariance matrix C, we have selected the estimates for a, θ and C in such
a way that the likelihood for this time series is maximised.

4 See

http://statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=37530NED&D1=2,4&D2=0-100&D3=0&
D4=60-62&HDR=T,G3&STB=G2,G1&VW=T en http://statline.cbs.nl/StatWeb/publication/?DM=SLNL&PA=71090ned
&D1=0&D2=1-2&D3=1-100&D4=0&D5=0&D6=48,60,72,84,96&HDR=T,G3,G1,G5&STB=G2,G4&VW=T
5 The
protocol of the Human Mortality Database can be found on their website,
see
http://www.mortality.org/Public/Docs/MethodsProtocol.pdf. Version 5 was used.
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Parameter values
x
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Amale
x
-4,76673312
-7,32788969
-7,77497271
-8,00327999
-8,20976488
-8,30543293
-8,39007242
-8,44959468
-8,48507774
-8,55069544
-8,57537493
-8,51852002
-8,44743066
-8,31678444
-8,10330463
-7,84064921
-7,45640193
-7,18040306
-6,88218422
-6,81870492
-6,80384097
-6,80092234
-6,81496117
-6,83387644
-6,85836936
-6,86691528
-6,86240962
-6,85217215
-6,83487074
-6,80824126
-6,77469657
-6,73585337
-6,69707823
-6,64684737
-6,58982730
-6,52343527
-6,45313911
-6,38033673
-6,30055702
-6,21170724
-6,11720453
-6,02871349
-5,93039489
-5,83396228
-5,73997251
-5,64021617
-5,54368629
-5,44688572
-5,35262151
-5,25471814
-5,15276282
-5,06524042
-4,97193909
-4,88172858
-4,78697131
-4,69481835
-4,60558753
-4,51187139
-4,42121626
-4,33086989
-4,23185078
-4,14252349
-4,04776354
-3,95559214
-3,86124764
-3,76483636

Bxmale
0,02270443
0,01930849
0,02033301
0,02155078
0,02351506
0,02394689
0,02426359
0,02397188
0,02198983
0,02183648
0,02040656
0,01837701
0,01693383
0,01572207
0,01491533
0,01461663
0,01576227
0,01560919
0,01330891
0,01273467
0,01136112
0,01065902
0,00982748
0,00850825
0,00782502
0,00731123
0,00701227
0,00699249
0,00686778
0,00720372
0,00717768
0,00692097
0,00700379
0,00738989
0,00738275
0,00747180
0,00763426
0,00823158
0,00835014
0,00845776
0,00855498
0,00867446
0,00879583
0,00879498
0,00888332
0,00890391
0,00883196
0,00865967
0,00870243
0,00882606
0,00901555
0,00888123
0,00908707
0,00913870
0,00933187
0,00940162
0,00953205
0,00973910
0,00988726
0,00994145
0,01010480
0,01024411
0,01039243
0,01056850
0,01062526
0,01074907

αmale
x
-0,10199463
0,08720725
0,10233681
0,04965325
0,01309432
0,07570123
0,02202647
0,04206440
0,00171733
-0,03378508
0,03491366
-0,05487544
0,00258156
-0,00220857
-0,12304760
-0,17834543
-0,10001974
-0,27787031
-0,45388581
-0,39163263
-0,40801400
-0,39031231
-0,42700332
-0,38522741
-0,39679827
-0,39337365
-0,40162078
-0,44039064
-0,39682893
-0,38525092
-0,40053935
-0,38894923
-0,37699802
-0,37601022
-0,39216027
-0,36932015
-0,36758816
-0,37028589
-0,36603355
-0,35293966
-0,36186873
-0,35479090
-0,33754778
-0,32789478
-0,30808432
-0,30659845
-0,30611618
-0,27896599
-0,27380560
-0,26414715
-0,25577494
-0,23235012
-0,21880150
-0,20128800
-0,19624958
-0,16790090
-0,15992830
-0,13555220
-0,12314177
-0,12714325
-0,10478608
-0,09581847
-0,08241662
-0,06487150
-0,05773344
-0,04840063

βxmale
0,05838720
-0,02137435
0,00314077
-0,00912241
-0,00689927
0,01666327
0,00121454
0,00797018
-0,01161555
-0,00877785
0,01190744
-0,01692177
0,00442348
0,01170773
0,00845718
-0,01526725
0,00783594
-0,00690125
-0,02215461
-0,00604517
-0,00714045
-0,00845811
-0,01027224
-0,00270716
0,00473851
-0,00169168
0,00454322
-0,00191927
0,00649360
0,00893993
0,01290224
0,01365108
0,01397341
0,01201538
0,02431192
0,01001462
0,00578618
0,01842805
0,01289771
0,01673733
0,01256990
0,01029071
0,01350416
0,00863777
0,00488796
-0,00286186
-0,00313393
0,00300462
-0,00252441
-0,00033678
-0,00039067
-0,00223044
-0,00208112
-0,00506007
-0,00705036
-0,00323573
-0,00313287
-0,00208383
0,00191059
0,00020204
0,00160138
0,00319465
0,00505983
0,00864444
0,01143076
0,01285458

Afemale
x
-5,01478565
-7,48434222
-8,01651721
-8,26746215
-8,46098739
-8,59863905
-8,66296251
-8,76992971
-8,82443729
-8,86041677
-8,88573099
-8,87114491
-8,79519718
-8,72595410
-8,55404622
-8,34407449
-8,14430100
-8,03026290
-7,87748916
-7,86264641
-7,87627298
-7,88741002
-7,88839966
-7,88816315
-7,86647311
-7,83859086
-7,79397580
-7,75894237
-7,71452545
-7,64894985
-7,57924038
-7,52088487
-7,43840943
-7,35639598
-7,27423332
-7,18054613
-7,10212528
-7,01801477
-6,92342978
-6,82539074
-6,73110470
-6,63922619
-6,53854815
-6,43550665
-6,34501131
-6,24657974
-6,15464660
-6,05846621
-5,96367306
-5,87713745
-5,78357709
-5,70964499
-5,62070825
-5,54688795
-5,46572343
-5,38499405
-5,30563486
-5,22026367
-5,13559086
-5,05197464
-4,95701648
-4,87348546
-4,78243399
-4,69280394
-4,59633538
-4,50118907

Bxfemale
0,02198390
0,01930437
0,01978188
0,02042339
0,02077830
0,02146606
0,02081962
0,02126500
0,01920947
0,01790192
0,01643800
0,01527661
0,01410070
0,01322822
0,01325379
0,01381219
0,01412138
0,01361465
0,01189545
0,01078702
0,01100750
0,01080154
0,01038403
0,01062894
0,01019747
0,01041276
0,00948848
0,00982365
0,00995352
0,00959502
0,01008299
0,00975771
0,00981455
0,00967524
0,00930753
0,00910221
0,00955743
0,00927016
0,00901899
0,00870013
0,00899720
0,00867044
0,00856608
0,00851111
0,00839418
0,00812863
0,00814608
0,00818245
0,00832870
0,00841593
0,00827126
0,00823577
0,00826702
0,00826265
0,00822855
0,00819773
0,00834511
0,00832360
0,00859475
0,00858597
0,00872340
0,00869331
0,00900492
0,00924648
0,00955952
0,00985427

αfemale
x
-0,09622192
0,10624801
0,04100171
0,00163124
0,02470110
-0,01205134
-0,08235724
-0,03831845
-0,05593604
-0,01698883
-0,03661116
0,05672950
0,09535915
0,12293560
-0,02626971
-0,09464890
-0,11137781
-0,18823947
-0,26852177
-0,28494191
-0,23781487
-0,21073998
-0,19689682
-0,19938373
-0,23366470
-0,14755352
-0,20570049
-0,15233353
-0,13124255
-0,11796715
-0,12910840
-0,08952133
-0,11941273
-0,08290509
-0,09171027
-0,11737051
-0,10353032
-0,12698686
-0,10435776
-0,10950732
-0,08335799
-0,09540530
-0,07275518
-0,07613159
-0,07106723
-0,06618810
-0,03664270
-0,03301248
-0,03692042
-0,03762876
-0,06644222
-0,03383977
-0,01487042
-0,04253123
-0,03137947
-0,04152363
-0,02450848
-0,02710822
-0,03179021
-0,03156782
-0,02928902
-0,01964249
-0,04199837
-0,03302515
-0,03202514
-0,03483714

βxfemale
0,02865745
0,00032159
-0,00002206
-0,00094876
0,00818392
0,00369384
0,00603075
0,00277834
-0,00447822
0,00438936
0,00522639
0,00181099
0,00598214
0,00463727
0,00748439
0,00794401
0,01222610
0,00845238
0,00330791
0,00420681
0,00447439
0,00631273
0,00873207
0,00471627
0,00250517
0,00893819
0,00510202
0,01213908
0,00766248
0,00869930
0,00854336
0,00732359
0,00395800
0,00761879
0,01044030
0,00895298
0,01318850
0,01422401
0,01360697
0,00882376
0,01288934
0,01513456
0,01286168
0,00859124
0,01544442
0,01249192
0,01521761
0,01662245
0,01435819
0,01456938
0,01674337
0,01455285
0,01661474
0,01628188
0,01571865
0,01614732
0,01543714
0,01500131
0,01740756
0,01566582
0,01740752
0,01655574
0,01665073
0,01452880
0,01694490
0,01604760

x
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Amale
x
-3,67675241
-3,58202227
-3,48664554
-3,39447268
-3,29906284
-3,20452430
-3,10638222
-3,01200356
-2,91546330
-2,82103910
-2,72636909
-2,63121749
-2,53703874
-2,44163082
-2,33845370
-2,24459119
-2,14784133
-2,05247423
-1,95714006
-1,86416705
-1,76789264
-1,67795656
-1,58811915
-1,50007416
-1,40631508

Bxmale
0,01075940
0,01094234
0,01089011
0,01089888
0,01099768
0,01072778
0,01062889
0,01054338
0,01032031
0,01010647
0,00981558
0,00939367
0,00909435
0,00885686
0,00845024
0,00798465
0,00764614
0,00724308
0,00688091
0,00645202
0,00599575
0,00560706
0,00516343
0,00456158
0,00437583

αmale
x
-0,03534582
-0,02576297
-0,02021027
-0,01517563
-0,01635647
-0,00941760
-0,00094181
0,00071489
0,00374957
0,00554042
0,01160914
0,01145255
0,01299763
0,01166151
0,00275120
0,00535938
-0,00654000
-0,00511521
-0,00679114
-0,00779831
-0,00948174
-0,01223808
-0,00898281
-0,01624223
-0,02289950

θmale
-2,23246419

amale
0,98797997

C male
1,78882915
0,37285614

male
K2013
-54,50684052

κmale
2013
0,81033345

βxmale
0,01461628
0,01618936
0,01778853
0,02212938
0,02485634
0,02570738
0,02791045
0,03075672
0,03163402
0,03253392
0,03349987
0,03469798
0,03753129
0,03861743
0,03890957
0,03998066
0,04018188
0,04062833
0,03979442
0,03586607
0,03482736
0,03506682
0,03486154
0,03318585
0,03468470
0,37285614
0,29041608

Afemale
x
-4,40574052
-4,30542011
-4,20362854
-4,09468940
-3,98692994
-3,87906176
-3,76082350
-3,64713194
-3,53060680
-3,41260477
-3,29289600
-3,17589337
-3,05527560
-2,93347252
-2,80586455
-2,68541427
-2,56217801
-2,44078996
-2,32121091
-2,20538047
-2,08865316
-1,97745062
-1,86795297
-1,75932818
-1,65552763

Bxfemale
0,00990979
0,01024896
0,01037401
0,01054305
0,01079307
0,01088722
0,01095235
0,01111614
0,01118886
0,01120928
0,01112166
0,01104520
0,01084584
0,01065506
0,01029971
0,00991545
0,00963119
0,00924144
0,00889635
0,00826738
0,00786025
0,00720217
0,00679150
0,00624496
0,00598223

αfemale
x
-0,03652594
-0,03113707
-0,02186381
-0,03959125
-0,03930775
-0,03257493
-0,04441260
-0,04023880
-0,03987958
-0,03951964
-0,04179326
-0,03177959
-0,03491421
-0,03625112
-0,03399359
-0,02802944
-0,02805387
-0,02892676
-0,02551586
-0,02659623
-0,02012896
-0,01652248
-0,01515466
-0,00735385
-0,01056450

βxfemale
0,01542331
0,01425710
0,01522552
0,01640198
0,01513853
0,01525210
0,01439872
0,01434027
0,01403439
0,01434105
0,01344702
0,01349454
0,01328689
0,01276689
0,01253501
0,01222525
0,01235297
0,01208401
0,01185376
0,01104489
0,01148403
0,01097133
0,01030270
0,00979692
0,01180756

θfemale
-1,93727487

afemale
0,99534359

C female
2,49875478
-0,28240785

-0,28240785
1,37370247

female
K2013
-48,21579242

κfemale
2013
8,78447896
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APPENDIX E
Glossary
Life expectancy
The expected remaining duration of a person's life. In most publications, the concept of "life
expectancy" denotes the expected (remaining) duration of a person at birth. The publication
Projection Table AG2014 refers to remaining life expectancy, because this concept applies to
each age. This may relate to period life expectancy or cohort life expectancy (see the
Projection Table).
Period table
The mortality table based on the realised mortality figures for one or more observation years.
The Association uses the realisations of mortality figures for the five preceding calendar
years for its period tables. A period table does not take into account the development of
mortality and consequently assumes level mortality probabilities for future years.
Period life expectancy
Life expectancy based on a period table.
Projection table
A Mortality table in which the mortality figures are provided for each future year. As a result,
the mortality probability is available for each combination of age and observation year. As a
result, it is possible to calculate a remaining life expectancy for every (future) initial year.
Cohort life expectancy
Life expectancy based on a projection table. This means that the life expectancy of an individual
is based on mortality probabilities from the mortality table corresponding to the observation year
in which the respective individual has a certain age.
Commencement age of the state old-age pension
The age at which a person becomes entitled to a state old-age pension. In the years 2014 up
to and including 2019, this age will be increased gradually from 65 years to 67 years. Further
increases after this date depend on the future development of (estimated) life expectancy.
Human Mortality Database (HMD)
An international database with population and mortality data for more than 35 countries
throughout the world.
Projection period
The number of future years for which statements are made (within the model) regarding
mortality figures.
Deterministic projection table
A projection table in which mortality figures for future years are determined on the basis of a
model in which uncertainties are not taken into account. As a result there is one
(deterministic) outcome.
Stochastic model
A model in which future mortality probabilities are not fixed, but are described by means of
probability distributions.

Stochastic projection table
A projection table which is the outcome of the use of a stochastic model and which therefore
assumes various values in relation to various realisations of coincidence variables (as used in
simulations).
Best estimate
In this publication the best estimate is the most probable value of a variable subject to
coincidence, such as a mortality probability, the value of a product or portfolio et cetera.
Kannistö closure of the table
A method for determining mortality probabilities at high ages through extrapolation from
mortality probabilities at lower ages.
Retirement pension
A type of insurance whereby the insured member (the principle insured) receives a benefit
periodically after attaining the pensionable age and for as long as he or she is alive.
Latent survivor's pension
A type of insurance – linked to a retirement pension – in which a provision is accrued from
which a benefit can be paid to the surviving dependent for the remainder of his or her life
after the death of the principal insured.
Survivor's pension in payment
A type of insurance in which the surviving dependent (co-insured) of the principal insured
receives a benefit periodically after the death of the principal insured.
CMI model, RMS model, Life Metrics projection models
Classes of stochastic models
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